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The International Federation of Hospital Engineering (IFHE) wishes to state its support for 

the activities of WHO. 

Particularly, through its association with the Institute of Hospital Engineering, Australia, it 

supports the activities of the Western Pacific Region. 

At this point in time, the IFHE does not intend to publicly, through the medium of this 

current congress, proclaim anyone specific issue. Rather, we wish to respectfully remind the 

secretariat that the IFHE, through its local institutes, is always available for assistance and comment 

on all forms of environmental issues. Such issues include, but are not limited to, air-conditioning, 

reticulation of water and drainage, combustion processes, sterilization equipment, waste management, 

electrical reticulation (high and low voltage), nurse-call systems, asbestos removal and re-insulation 

for purposes of reduction of greenhouse gases, etc. 

The IFHE notes with regret that direct discussion of environmental issues has not been 

evident at this forty-eighth session of the Regional Committee. I have taken this omission as being a 

measure of how the Member Countries view their priorities for the health of their citizens and is not 

to be interpreted as being a form of censure. 

The Institute of Hospital Engineering, Australia (IHEA) is active within the Western Pacific 

Region and corresponds with several countries. The IHEA recognizes that meaningful dialogue with 

suitably trained individuals in some developing countries is not easy. Nevertheless, we have 
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to provide avenues of advice where requested. We believe that the concept "one stop shop" is of great 

benefit to the person or persons who are, or who will be, responsible for the safe and effective 

maintenance of the various items of structure and plant and equipment that constitute today's health 

care centres. 

The "one stop shop" concept, as mentioned above, would be in the southern part of the Western 

Pacific Region, the Institute of Hospital Engineering, Australia. 

The IHEA recoguizes that they do not have a monopoly of the talent and skills that are 

available within the Western Pacific region and would encourage countries to the north of the Region to 

seek alternate sources of advice whenever appropriate. 


